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PRODUTOS / MÁQUINAS 
 
SolarGate is a leading company in Taiwan dedicated to provide high quality module manufacturing and system design service with cost-effective total
solution. SolarGate Technology Corp. was established in August 2003 to provide international trading services for solar power product and systems. To
sustain the growth of solar market, SolarGate has introduced senior technical team and expanded the crew in June 2007. The new production line is
constructed with an annual production capacity of 15 MW and will be expanded by production order forecasting. SolarGate owns the capability to
serve all customized requests about solar power products and systems, including stand-alone system, grid tied system and total solution for all kinds
of applications. Through the well-trained technicians, well-cooperated supplied chains and strong alliances, all of the commitments will be executed
precisely and efficiently. From households to fully scale power generator, all solar applications will be served from design, manufacture, shipment and
installation. From mass products to specific customized system, all kinds of cases will be accepted. To guarantee the capability, central factory is
constructed to provide a quick response for all kinds of services. And all quality assurance and quality controlling works would be completed in the new
factory. As fully experiences in international solar relatives trading, SolarGate provides the consulting supplements about TÜV and UL certifications for
solar products nowadays. Be a green enterprise, SolarGate is dedicated to serve all customers’ requests and do the commitments on environmental
ethics through the ISO 14001 system.

Company Profile of Solargate Technology Corporation

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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